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CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) ‒ IS A LIE

Doctors, like politicians, enjoy absolute amnesty 1 ‒
untouchability, or something. This is due to the supply of
children for organs abroad to immoral wealthy sick from
riotous life (in addition to the sexual and other exploitation
of children before death, of course), stem cells for actors and
politicians (not all!; vegans have natural beauty);
vaccination (doctors receive bonuses for more than 95% of children vaccinated). There
are no ends in such a mutual responsibility in crimes 2, and children ‒ are not even a
commodity, but a consumable, a product of conception. Those people whose child died
on the operating table or became disabled from vaccinations, as well as those who
were kidnapped by special services with "blind" cameras, know not by hearsay what
this is about. And if a person asks for help, they will be intimidated by juvenile justice
and make it clear that the parents may lose another child or even freedom. So, all
responsibility is attributed to the parents: this concerns the "food" products and the
consequences of them, the documents signed by doctors for medical intervention in the
child's body, and many others. I know for certain about pedophilia in the highest
echelons of "power" and how they treat children without heart. It is extremely naive t o
believe that this will change for the better as long as there is exploitation of animals
and parents are not aware of what is really happening. In the same vein, in unison
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with the installation of 5G towers, the coronavirus (COVID-19) crawled out like a
snake into the arena of a bloody chessboard, completely suddenly and globally. But in
this section, we will bring to light the culprits in this conspiracy and cover all aspects
of the coronavirus lie. Yes, there is a pandemic ‒ a pandemic of widespread belief in
false statements and the limitations associated with them.
⊙ Coronavirus (COVID-19) as a social phenomenon ‒ is a military operation to test
the reaction of the population of various countries to the threat of a pandemic
spreading without concrete evidence of its existence and independent examinations.

The purpose of the coronavirus lie
The world government pursues the following goals of the spread of the
coronavirus, it is more correct to tell lies about COVID-19:
Psychological pressure
(hence ‒ the "press") {Several billion people, especially representatives of law
enforcement agencies, in just a few weeks in 2020 years literally "bent cancer" to
obediently fulfill criminal instructions based on lies (for which those who started all
this should be condemned at the international level, but this will not happen for
obvious reasons ‒ the system protects itself, but not moral families). Because of this,
many people broke down mentally, having lost everything. If before that they
somehow survived at the expense of their own business, now this piece of prosperity
has simply been stolen by the corrupt government in almost every country (except for
the Republic of Belarus). They humiliate people, justifying themselves by the fact that
they eat meat. It is fair, but those who think of themselves as executioners, besides
meat-eating, rape children in the anus (for details, see the speeches of David Icke
[«The Lion Sleeps No More». England, London, 2010.]) and have no right to judge
anyone ("judges" are the victims)};
Shrinking the planet's population {The world
government cannot cope with the diverse and growing self-aware population of the
planet, since the manipulators themselves ‒ are a handful of psychopaths};
Dissociation of people for their vulnerability {When the effect of 5G on lung tissue
became obvious (immunity decreased, and people began to literally choke like birds
that fell dead during the military tests of 5G installations ‒ what a coincidence ‒ in
those regions that were declared as foci of coronavirus infection), the government
needed to prevent a real wave of disagreement with the introduction of a new
wavelength range, and they quickly (albeit according to a pre-planned scenario) began
to spin outright and criminal lies about COVID-19};
Compulsory vaccination in
full swing {This time it is already such an explosive snake cocktail, which will contain
special nanochips (for connecting a human-computer to control satellites) and other
suppressing immune (and therefore psychological) natural human defenses; first of
all, vaccinations of a new type are aimed at the child's body, which has been planted
for a very long time to "communicate" with mobile devices transmitting a signal
through parents putting a mobile phone in their hands so that he does not distract the
baby (why do you give birth to them then, I ask, if you can't take the time or instead
of looking for a new rag, search the Internet for information about the effect of
smartphones on children's health?)};
Destruction of small and medium-sized
businesses {Slaves should not have property and the ability to autonomously (and
therefore independently) provide themselves with products and the results of their
labor. The world behind the scenes wants in the near future to take control of the
access of every person to foodstuffs, first of all, essential items};
Abolition of cash,
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ostensibly for "sterility" {Symbols and irradiation of banknotes have proven to be
protective against infections over decades. Now it suddenly became a "problem". A
separate topic ‒ is «Sberbank», which turned into «Sber» and came under state control
in Russia (controlling stake) during this period (beginning of 2020 year). This is no
coincidence! «Sber» becomes a platform for the government to implement plans for
digital slavery};
Chipping through vaccinations and for payments {In an interview
from 2020-05-03 for «LondonReal», David Icke spoke about a CIA agent which in the
late 1990-s years recruited to the Agency (whose agency, asks) even if he refused by
erasing his memory and placing a plastic bag (the so-called "patch") with a special
liquid of golden color that supports life for 3 days ‒ and he will die if it is not changed.
The bottom line is that manipulators want to make everyone their agents, breaking
the will and recruiting into the ranks of the special services ‒ in fact, private armies
of large bankers and government henchmen of the true culprits of the "bloody feast".
New vaccinations will completely disfigure children if do not tell about the
composition and this information is not conveyed to everyone who may be affected.
The lie about coronavirus has catalyzed 3 the digitalization process and the move
away from cash. After the technology of payment via NFC 4 from a mobile phone, the
stage of implantation of microchips directly into the human tissue (namely, the right
hand, forehead or back of the head) will begin. I note that nanochips are needed to
block natural frequencies and susceptibility to controllers from 5G towers, and RFID
(radio frequency identification) microchips ‒ to determine location, enhance
modulations (total health control), and of course, in a public form for pa yments, funds
for which can block any moment for disloyalty to the control system. Many
organizations in various countries have already given up cash entirely}.

WHO's role in lying about COVID-19

5G

The supposedly authoritative medical instructions of WHO [World Health
Organization. Switzerland, Geneva, 1948.] were based on outright widespread lies
both about the existence of the coronavirus (COVID-19) in general, and measures to
"fight" it. But few people began to understand that WHO ‒ nothing more than a UN
unit; therefore, like it has the right only to recommend to the governments of
countries what to do in the event of a real (I repeat: real, not fake!) threat to the
health of citizens.
In fact, having played the role of a tabloid 5, the World Health Organization is
spreading lies about COVID-19 and all the consequences associated with coronavirus
while hiding the true cause of problems with the human lung system and a decrease
in immunity ‒ the installation of 5G frequency band masts around the world during
the period of self-isolation. Let me remind you that the reaction of people (and quite
natural) to the installation of 5G towers at the very beginning was ‒ to burn them to
hell! Such a violent reaction could not suit the manipulators, and it could confuse all
their cards. A handful of moral monsters (there are no others) in real "power" are
extremely small in number, and they are pathologically afraid of resistance.
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◈ DEFINITIONS OF TERMS AND CONCEPTS IN TEXT ◈
Amnesty (Greek αμνηστια ‒ oblivion, forgiveness) ‒ is a measure applied by decision of a public authority to
persons who have committed crimes, the essence of which is full or partial release from punishment, replacing
1
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punishment with a milder one, or terminating criminal prosecution. Amnesty differs from pardon in that it applies not to
individual individually defined persons, but to whole categories of criminals established by generic characteristics:
women, minors, sentenced to short sentences, etc. In many countries (including Russia) amnesties are announced turns
out to be timed to national holidays and anniversaries. {Wikipedia®}
My definition of the term: „Mutual responsibility in crimes ‒ is a sequence of complicity in crimes from the
customer to the performer by forcing consumption, especially in relation to children and animals.”
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A catalyst ‒ is a chemical that speeds up the reaction but is not consumed during the reaction. An inhibitor is not
the opposite concept, as it is consumed during the reaction. Inhibitor (lat. Inhibere «to delay») ‒ is a general name for
substances that suppress or retard the course of physiological and physicochemical (mainly enzymatic) processes.
{Wikipedia®} | ▫ | My note: very often, pharmaceutical poisons are aimed at blocking inhibitors, so that a person is
morally exhausted or behaves aggressively.
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Near field communication, NFC («near field communication», «near non-contact communication») ‒ is a shortrange wireless data transmission technology that makes it possible to exchange data between devices located at a distance
of about 10 centimeters; announced in 2004 year. NFC ‒ is a wireless short-range technology that works at a distance of
no more than 10 centimeters. NFC operates at 13,56 MHz. NFC always includes initiator and target; the initiator actively
generates a radio frequency field that can affect the passive target. NFC communication between two devices is also
possible, provided both devices are turned on. Due to its compact size and low power consumption, NFC can be used in
small devices. In smartphones, the antenna is often mounted on the back of the gadget, under the cover. So that users do
not have a question of how exactly to apply a gadget for data transfer (this problem is especially typical for tablets due to
their large size and small range of technology), the location of the chip is often marked with a special sticker. {Wikipedia®}
| ▫ | My note: In the magazine «However, life!» [No. 14 (312) from 2020-07-24, p. 17, publication «Dangerous to Life:
Inspection Devices». LLC «UNILINE», Russia, Smolensk region, Smolensk city] the following information about the
magnetic framework acting at the same frequency is indicated: „Tumor cells are deliberately destroyed by acting on them
with a frequency of 13.56 MHz. But heating up the body of a healthy person, electromagnetic waves can work in the other
direction - to stimulate the process of transition from the normal state of cells to precancerous. Such uncontrolled
“heating” ‒ is a provocation of the activation of oncological processes in the body!”
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Tabloid ‒ is a newspaper characterized by a certain type of layout, which assumes the following features: • the
newspaper strip is made not on a traditional sheet of A2 format, but on a half sheet of A3 format, which makes it easier to
read the newspaper in transport, turn pages, etc.; • a significant number of illustrations, often of an «irregular» (not
quadrangular) shape, overlapping the text, etc.; • small volume of articles (often up to 1.000 characters), allowing the
reader to read the article in a short time; • catchy headlines in very large size (vertical size of a letter or character); •
active use of color, including for highlighting text. Often, in order to attract attention, individual articles are printed in
reverse ‒ in white type on a black or colored background. {Wikipedia®} | ▫ | My definition of the term: „A tabloid ‒ is a
carrier of printed or oral information (in this case, I mean a person) that attracts active attention to achieve certain goals
or support a subjective opinion, which is an authoritative source, regardless of its logical justification and legal
consistency.” A good example is a religious fanatic who, in a non-standard situation of universal fear, won over an entire
“flock” of “newly minted” religious fanatics to her side in the film «Mist» (USA, 2007).
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